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Preface
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This thesis gives a description of the design process of an automatic gain control that can be used
within the STOLAS project.

Readers who are interested in using the automatic gain control in combination with the Alcatel
wavelength converter can find guidelines on tuning the system in section 5.2, page 35. To clarify the
used symbols and acronyms, a list of symbols and acronyms is added at page 43 and page 44.

I would like to thank my supervisors, dr.ir. J.G.L. Jennen and dr.ir. H. de Waardt for guiding me
through this graduation project and the colleagues of the Bell Labs Advanced Technologies Group for
their support and coffee.

I am very grateful to my parents for giving me the opportunity to study and always supporting me as
much as possible. Last, but not least I would like to thank my girlfriend, Caroline, for the numerous
discussions on structuring the project and encouraging me to always pose a higher goal.



Abstract

This work is part of the STOLAS project. The STOLAS project aims to develop an all-optical packet
switched network. The wavelength converter in this project has a small dynamic range of the average
optical input power where adequate conversion is obtained. This thesis concentrates on the design
process of a gain control system that increases the dynamic range of the wavelength converter.

The design process is described based on literature, simulations and characterisation of the automatic
gain control system.

The automatic gain control uses two semiconductor optical amplifiers and an electronic proportional
integral control circuit.

This automatic gain control system can be used to increase the input power range of the wavelength
converter. The settling time of the control circuit is about 150 ns.

A combination of the automatic gain control and the wavelength converter has been demonstrated.
Data within a 10 dB average input power range can be converted to a new wavelength error-free using
the combination of the automatic gain control and the wavelength converter.
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1 Introduction

In the last years, the demand for wide-band and high-speed transmission systems such as high-speed
Internet service and multimedia service has increased rapidly. In order to have sufficient bandwidth for
the broadband applications, concept called wavelength division multiplexing (WOM) is developed.
WDM can enhance the system capacity by using different wavelengths within a single fibre core.
Today internet protocol (IP), packet-based data is carried over WDM using asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) and synchronous digital hierarchy (SOH) as the intennediate layers.

Recently a novel approach called multi-protocol lambda switching (MPAS) is proposed for directly
transporting IP-over-WDM. This results in more efficient and cost-effective networks because the
intermediate SOH and ATM layers are avoided. In the MPAS protocol, optical packets are routed by
switching them to other wavelengths (label swapping) at the transmitters in the edge node and in the
intermediate network core nodes [7].

This chapter shortly describes the STOLAS project and the wavelength converter that is used to swap
the data to another wavelength. The small dynamic range of input powers into the wavelength
converter leads to designing an automatic gain control to increase the dynamic range of the
wavelength converter. The design of this automatic gain control is the subject of this thesis.

The chapter is ended with an overview of this thesis.

1.1 STOLAS project

STOLAS, which stands for Switching Technologies for Optically Labelled Signals, is a research project
that is funded by the European Union as a part of the Fifth Framework Programme "Information
Society Technologies" (1ST). The project is a co-operation of different European universities, research
centres and companies.

The main objective of the STOLAS project is to improve the throughput of packet-switched networks
by using novel optical routing techniques based on stacked optical labels. In addition to optically
labelling by assigning a particular wavelength to it (MPAS), a next-level label can be attached by using
a particular modulation scheme. In the STOLAS system, the packet data is modulated on the intensity
(intensity modulation, 1M) of the optical carrier. The label data is modulated on the frequency
(frequency shift keying, FSK) of the optical carrier, which is orthogonal to the intensity modulated
packet data.

The STOLAS project will focus on the development of some essential components for optical packet
routing networks:

• Tuneable lasers for wavelength labelling which can be wavelength-switched very fast;

• Wavelength converters for optical label swapping on wavelength and frequency;

• Optical-label-controlled cross connect and add/drop nodes;

• 2R-multiwavelength regenerator;

• Management and control of the optical labelling and routing functions;

• Validation of the optical routing techniques in a small-scale test bed.

The STOLAS project is structured in four technical areas of work (work packages, WPs). A fifth
package is named for the interworking and the project management tasks. The five work packages
are:

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network



Chapter 1 Introduction

• WPO project management;

• WP1 system and network architecture;

• WP2 optical components;

• WP3 network elements;

• WP4 system integration and trial.

1.2 Label swapper

1.2 Label swapper

Within WP2, research is performed on the label swapping for the STOLAS system. Figure 1.1 shows
the configuration of the STOLAS label swapper. Both the intensity modulated payload and the
orthogonal (FSK) modulated header are processed separately. The tap coupler in the optical path
splits a part of the signal for the label processing. The label-processing unit recovers the header signal
and a new header label is FSK-modulated on the fast-tuneable laser wave. The label-processing unit
also tunes the wavelength of the laser.

A"
FSKlIM

Figure 1.1 Circuit scheme of a network node for IP label swapping [7].

The 1M information on the original signal is modulated on the new FSK-modulated wave using a Mach
Zehnder interferometer (MZI) wavelength converter. This converter is not sensitive to phase
information of the old signal. Therefore, the 1M payload information of the incoming signal is
transferred to the new wavelength but the frequency-modulated information is stripped.

The delay-line is introduced to allow the label detection and processing unit to detect the labels and
tune the laser to the right wavelength before the payload data arrives at the wavelength converter. The
wavelength converter will be integrated on an optical chip obtaining a cost-efficient solution for optical
label processing [7]. The automatic gain control (AGC) is used to amplify the payload information into
the wavelength converter and the average power is controlled to reach an optimal input power for the
WC. The MZI-WC has a very small dynamic range (as shown is section 1.3) and therefore a gain
control system should be used.

1.3 Wavelength converter

The basic principle of an MZ-based wavelength converter consists of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
with a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) in each branch as shown in the outlined section in Figure
1.1. The input signal can be coupled into the MZI-WC from the same side as the laser wave (co
propagating) or from the opposite direction (counter propagating). The STOLAS-WC is used as a co
propagating converter. Without an incoming signal, the laser wave is equally split in both branches,
amplified and combined in the second splitter again by constructive interference.

An incoming signal in one of the branches will unbalance the MZI. The branches get different phase
shifts due to self-phase modulation (SPM). The optical intensity changes the refractive index of the
active region of the SOA and this results in a phase shift. Agrawal [1] describes the phase shift in an
SOA:

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 2



Chapter 1 Introduction 1.4 Automatic gain control

(1.1 )

Where Uh [-] is the linewidth enhancement factor and gL [-] is the amplifier gain in linear units. Due to
the higher optical intensity in the arm with the incoming signal, this arm will receive a different phase
shift. Dependent on the phase difference between the two arms, the waves will interfere constructively
or destructively in the second splitter. This will result in a transfer function as shown in Figure 1.2.
Because of the lower gain in one of the arms due to saturation of the amplifiers, the resulting output
power of the MZI-SOA will not be zero for a phase difference of n.

inverting non-inverting

Figure 1.2 Transfer function of an MZI-SOA wavelength converter.

From this figure, an inverting and a non-inverting working area can be discriminated, depending on the
incoming signal power. Figure 1.2 shows that an 1M input signal at the signal-wavelength will result in
a converted signal at the CW-wavelength.

The principle of the wavelength converter is described in detail in Appendix A. The opto-electrical
devices (OED) group of the Eindhoven University of Technology (TUE) will perform the actual
implementation of this device. However, this research is still in an initial stage and therefore this thesis
will focus on a wavelength converter from Alcatel. The Alcatel WC is available at the TUE and has
been documented well [9].

1.4 Automatic gain control

Implementation of non-linear, all-optical functions results in tight power constraints. Some kind of
power management should be used to compensate for:

• Power fluctuations due to laser ageing;

• Different routes in the network due to protection switching;

• Routing through a meshed network.

The automatic gain control (AGC) described in Figure 1.1 compensates for these power fluctuations
and keeps the average input power into the wavelength converter at a constant level.

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 3



Chapter 1 Introduction

1.5 Outline of this thesis

1.5 Outline of this thesis

This thesis is a description of the design and implementation process of the automatic gain control
function for the STOLAS project.

Chapter 2
In the late 80s and the beginning of the 90s research has been done on the subject of automatic gain
control. This chapter gives a summary of these publications as a basis for the design of the STOLAS
AGC-system.

Chapter 3
The simulations on the new control circuit and the adaptation of existing models are described in this
chapter. These models are based on simulations of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) and the
control loop.

Chapter 4
This chapter describes the measurements on the developed AGC-solution. The technical feasibility for
implementation in the STOLAS label swapper will also be discussed.

ChapterS
The AGC system will be used in a STOLAS field trial. Guidelines for combining the AGC with the
Alcatel wavelength converter will be presented in chapter 5.

Chapter 6 and 7
In these concluding chapters a review will be given on the design process and the characteristics of
the developed AGC. Recommendations will be presented for future research and the use of the AGC
solution for other areas of optical switching.

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 4



2 Literature

Automatic gain control is necessary in the STOLAS system in order to increase the dynamic range of
the wavelength converter and to compensate for power fluctuations. Almost any type of optical
amplifier, e.g. Raman, EDFA or SOA, can be used. The gain is controlled by a feedback loop that
controls the pump source as a function of the optical output power.

The different types of gain control can be divided based on the type of amplifier used and on the
method of measuring the reference value. Because the AGC should be integrated in the STOLAS
system some boundary conditions should be observed. These conditions are the availability of the
components in bulk material, costs, potential for integration in the STOLAS label swapper and the
speed of the control circuit.

Because of the potential of on-chip integration, an SOA-based solution is preferred. The fluctuation of
the input power to the AGC can be calculated from a power budget analysis. Based on these
conditions a model for the AGC can be chosen.

In the late 80s and the beginning of the 90s research has been done on the subject of automatic gain
control. This chapter gives a summary of these publications as a basis for the design of the STOLAS
AGC-system.

2.1 Single-stage approach

The junction voltage of a SOA is directly related via the quasi-fermi levels to the electron density in the
active layer and thus to the photon density in the amplifier. It is difficult to find a control function that
controls the bias current of the SOA as a function of the error voltage (VJ - V,ef) because the reference
voltage is also dependent on the bias current.

Ellis [2] proposed a gain control with a low frequency tone superimposed on the signal, but regarding
the modulation scheme used in the STOLAS-project it is not possible to insert an extra tone.

2.1.1 Amplified signal monitor [8]

Tiemeijer [8] reports a SOA module with an amplified signal monitor based on two photodiodes in the
module. Figure 2.1 shows the set-up.

Figure 2. 1 SOA module with signal monitor [8].

Two high-quality aspherical lenses are used for the chip-to-fibre coupling. Two photodiodes are
carefully aligned above the lenses. The differential signal from the two photodiodes is capable of
separating the amplified signal from the ASE without the need for optical filtering. The differential
signal is used for controlling the bias current of the SOA or the temperature of the module. The
module compensates for the ASE by subtracting the input monitor signal from the output monitor
exploiting the fact that the amount of ASE emitted from input monitor follows that of the output facet.

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 5



Chapter 2 Literature 2.2 Multi-stage approach

VVhen using a feedback loop that drives the bias current of the SOA, the output signal can be
stabilised within 2 dB for a 25 dB dynamic range of the input power [8].

The advantage of this approach compared to a signal monitor with couplers is the possibility to
monitor the signal without introducing extra loss due to the couplers.

The alignment of the diodes is very difficult and therefore expensive. On-chip integration of the diodes
with the SOA is possible. The disadvantage of this system is the dependence of the saturation
behaviour on the drive current.

2.2 Multi-stage approach

A multi-stage SOA uses an active area that is divided by two or more separate electrodes. Therefore,
it is possible to keep one section at a fixed bias current and the reference junction voltage is only
dependent on the optical intensity in the active layer. The actual reference voltage can be used to
control the current in the other sections.

2.2.1 In-line detector [6]

Optical detection with a SOA is based on the dependence of the carrier density in the active region on
the optical intensity. The amplification mechanism is a result of the stimulated emission of photons in
the active region of the amplifier. For increasing optical power, the carrier density decreases, reducing
the separation between the quasi-fermi levels and therefore the junction voltage. The junction voltage
at a distance z on the longitudinal axis is [6]:

(2.1)

Vlpmono

VqJref VIpSIQ

VVhere T] [-] is a heterojunction ideality factor; ks [.I/K] is the Bolzmann's constant; T [K] is the absolute
temperature; q [C] is the electronic charge; NSias [11m3

] is the carrier density when no light is injected
and L\N is the carrier density change when an optical signal is amplified .. The voltage measured at the
junction of a SOA is the average of V<jJ(z) M along the active region axis. Figure 2.2 shows a set-up
where the electrode is split in two parts of length L, [m] and Ls [m].

-=======R=e=fe~f=n=ce=========--====s=il=na=1 ==~
, ,v'l' (z»

,,
,

1--..........-=--::..:;--.:.:--:=,:-------------- ----------.---~ ..,,-",--••-.-•• ' -+----....._'!"I""'-t-.....,f-+-.....z

Variation of the voltage
along z-axis

__~~ i

•

...................~,~~ ....

.....'7..........::~:j::::::::::.:: ...
jIlean value L

over L

Mean voltage on
each electrode

Lr Ls

Figure 2.2 Two-stage SOA for signal detection [6].

The different voltages are the average junction voltages in the reference, signal and total section
respectively.

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 6



Chapter 2 Literature 2.2 Multi-stage approach

Vrp_ref = i- JVrp(z)dz
r

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

In the case of a single-stage SOA the "reference" and the "signal" section are combined together, the
responsivity is about -80 VIW at 50 mA bias current [6]. The voltage variation in the active region is
exponential along the longitudinal axis. At the input facet, the voltage variation is very weak. V\lhen the
SOA active region is divided in two parts as shown in Figure 2.2, the signal average is only made over
the section where the variation is strong. The responsivity can be improved significantly by using this
two-section SOA.

Figure 2.3 shows the set-up of the differential detection with a two-section SOA. The bias current is
shared into the two parts of the amplifier. V\lhen no light is injected, the voltage on the two electrodes
is equal (Vref= Vsignal). In this set-up, the reference voltage is correlated with the signal bias voltage.

er

cal

lib,..
I Current sharing I

~- output

Vref VSlgnal

Ampli~ed pow

---+
---+
---+

Two-section SOA

Input power

Figure 2.3 Differential detection with a two-stage SOA [6].

This two-section differential-detection SOA is less sensitive to temperature drift and bias current
change than the one section amplifier.

Rampone [6] shows a three-section SOA with a reference, middle and signal electrode. The middle
section acts as a pre-amplifier. The differential signal is defined as (Vsignal- V ref). This results in a
differential detector with a good responsivity and a large operating range.

2.2.2 Current-Voltage [3]

Previous research at Lucent Technologies has been performed on automatic gain control by using
SOAs [3]. Jansen describes a gain control system with two stages as shown in Figure 2.4. The second
SOA is set at a fixed bias current and is used as a reference amplifier. Because the output of the
second SOA should be at a constant power level, the reference voltage is determined as the junction
voltage at which the desired output power is reached.

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 7
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Voltage-<:ontrolled
current source Difference amplifier

2.3 Conclusions

~--~~--_.
~- Vref

I

I *~M -r>'H -e:'H~* I
Tuneable laser source First SOA Second SOA Optical Receiver

Figure 2.4 Two-stage automatic gain control [3].

A control circuit drives the bias current of the first SOA as a function of the difference (V,ef- Vj,2). The
bandwidth of this system is about 6.4 kHz and a maximum error for the output power of 0.5 dB for an
8 dB dynamic range. For the speed of the control loop, a trade-off should be made between the time
needed for controlling burst-mode data and pattern effects due to interaction of the control loop on the
data.

In this set-up, the second SOA is driven at a constant drive current. The first SOA is controlled to
output a constant average power into the second SOA. The advantage of this system, with respect to
the other concepts discussed in this chapter, is the fixed saturation behaviour of the AGC system
because of the constant average optical power in the second SOA.

2.3 Conclusions

Almost any kind of optical amplifier can be used in an AGC-system. The advantage of SOAs,
however, is the possible full integration in photonic integrated circuits and therefore enabling a large
cost reduction.

The system with the amplified signal monitor [8] is a good concept but it is very expensive to align the
diodes above the SOA surface. Integrating the diodes in the same process as the SOAs can be
useful. The disadvantage of this concept is the different saturation output power depending on the
gain setting of the device.

A two- or three-section SOA [3,6] is the most promising concept for the AGC concept in the STOLAS
project because it is a relatively simple, cost-efficient solution.

The control speed of the AGC in the STOLAS system has to be limited between a minimum and a
maximum value. It has to be fast enough to follow the average power fluctuations in a burst-mode
system but without significant signal distortion. Using the AGC-solution as proposed by Jansen [3],
research should be performed on components for a faster control response and the usage of other
types of control feedback.

A limitation is the noise behaviour of the system. Without filtering, the influence of amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) is significant. Research should be performed on decreasing the
influence of noise by applying an EDFA pre-amplifier or using one single gain control for all
wavelengths.

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network B



3 Simulations

This chapter describes the simulations on the automatic gain control. The purpose of the simulations
is to find a set of parameters and their tolerances for which the AGC can be used within the STOLAS
label swapper.

The production of the STOLAS label swapper is still in a preliminary phase and therefore an Alcatel
wavelength converter will be used instead as was noted in section 1.3. The automatic gain control has
to be designed in order to fit the boundary conditions of both the Alcatel-WC and the future STOLAS
WC. The Alcatel WC will be further discussed in section 5.2.

The simulations are performed using the VPI transmission maker software [10]. In this chapter, the
theory of the VPI SOA model and a description of the AGC model are presented. The model is
simulated for different types of control feedback.

Based on the simulations a type of control feedback will be chosen and guidelines for designing the
automatic gain control will be discussed.

3.1 Theory

The amplification process in an SOA is based on the process of a photon stimulating an electron to
change energy levels within the semiconductor and, in doing so, releasing energy in the form of a
second photon. A set of rate equations describes the temporal and spatial dependence of the carrier
density on the photon intensity in the active region [5,10). For the SOA model in the simulations, it is
useful to rewrite the rate equations in a way that temporal rate equations are obtained [5).

Equation 3.1 describes the balance between injected carriers and the carriers lost by spontaneous
and stimulated emission:

dN I 2 3 ( ) S-:--AN-BN -C N -vaN-No --dt qV aug 9 1+ as (3.1)

Where N [11m3
] is the carrier density; I [A] is the amplifier drive current, q [C] is the electronic charge;

V [m3
] is the volume of the active region, equal to Lxwxd; the coefficients A [1Is], B [1/s.m1 and

C [1/s.m1 account for defect, bimolecular and Auger recombination, respectively; vg [m/s] is the group
velocity; a is the linear material gain coefficient [m2

]; a [11m3
] is the material gain nonlinearity and S

[W/m 3
] is the photon density within the cavity.

The intensity variation in the active region is the result of stimulated gain plus spontaneous emission
noise minus the stimulated absorption.

dS S 2 S
- : V a of . (N - No)--+ B . r .N . fJ - 
dt 9 1+O"S 'fp

(3.2)

Where r [-] is the confinement factor and 13 [-] is spontaneous emission coupling factor and 'p [s] is the
photon lifetime. Equation 3.2 represents the temporal intensity variation in the active region.

3.2 Requirements

The reference voltage is chosen to obtain an average output power of 0 dBm because this is a
realistic value for the signal input power into the Alcatel wavelength converter [9].

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 9



Chapter 3 Simulations 3.3 VPI model

The extinction ratio E [dSI of an 1M optical signal can be defined as the ratio between the mark power
(b1) and the power of a space (bo):

G = 10 .L09(~J
bo'

(3.3)

In the STOLAS project, the header data is FSK modulated on the 1M payload. A high 1M extinction
ratio will result in a large difference between the 1M spaces and marks and therefore a good
performance of the 1M detector. A high 1M extinction ratio, however, also means a low power for the 1M
marks and therefore the FSK data is modulated on this low power, In the STOLAS project, a trade-off
has to be made between a high extinction for the 1M detector and a low 1M extinction ratio for the FSK
detector. In the STOLAS project a consensus has been reached on an 1M extinction ratio of 6 dB.

The AGC has to be fast enough to control an incoming burst-mode signal without loosing too much
data on controlling the average power, but a high control speed will result in pattem distortion because
the data bits are also affected, For a 1.25 GbiUs, PRBS 27_1 modulated data pattern, the lowest
frequency component (7 consecutive spaces or marks) will be 1.25/14 = 89 MHz. In the simulations,
a 3 dB bandwidth of 100 MHz will be used as a starting value,

3.3 VPI model

The VPI model of the control circuit is presented in Figure 3.1. This scheme is a simplified illustration
of the actual model layout in VPI. A brief description of the model is given here and in the next
paragraphs, each of the control loop components is discussed in more detail.

The design of the SOA model is similar to that of the AGC solution in section 2.2, The first and second
SOA are referred to as SOA A and SOA B, respectively. Equal parameters are used for SOA A and
SOA B values are listed in Table B.2.

Amplifier with slew rate

Filler,
3rd order LP

~.~. ~~
-D- Gam i I

LJ,

§
A

II~i~Wj=kt/q In (NlNi)yL.(' + Re'lbias

8 .--~.>. ,

>--1:-<f" I

Fork'~'~

18
B

Figure 3.1 VPI model to simulate the AGe system behaviour.

A continuous wave (CW) laser is externally modulated with a 1.25 GbiUs PRBS 27_1 data pattern and
the modulated wave is coupled into SOA A. This SOA is driven by a bias current, which is dependent
on the control loop. The optical output of SOA A is coupled into SOA B, which is driven by a constant
bias current of 50 mA. The optical output of SOA B is displayed in the time domain. Using equation

Automatic gain control in the STOLAS network 10



Chapter 3 Simulations 3.3 VPI model

3.7, the bias voltage will be calculated from the carrier density in the active region and the bias current
into SOA B.

A reference voltage is subtracted from the junction voltage and led to an operational amplifier
(OPAMP). The OPAMP model has a filter, gain section and a slewing rate. The output drives the bias
current of SOA A. In the next paragraph, each part of the control loop is described.

By using a reference amplifier with a fixed bias current, it is possible to have all signals, regardless of
the input power, at the same saturation power because the control loop adjusts the input power of
SOA B to a constant level.

3.3.1 SOA model

The SOA model that is used for the VPI simulations is based on the transmission-line laser model
(TLLM) from Lowery [5]. The TLLM discretises both space and time by dividing the cavity into
sections, each containing a scattering node, and linking the sections with transmission lines, each with
a constant delay (Figure 3.2). The scattering node calculates the gain, absorption, phase change and
spontaneous emission in this section using the carrier density and the optical power in the model
section (equation 3.2). After each scattering operation, the outgoing fields are passed to the next
section and the incoming fields are received from the previous section. In the next iteration the carrier
density is recalculated from equation 3.1 using the average photon density in the section, the injection
current into the section and the spontaneous recombination rates [10].

Bias current

Figure 3.2 Transmission-line laser model;
the laser cavity is divided into sections represented by scattering matrixes [5].

The transmission-lines represent the waveguide propagation delay between two sections. The
transmission-lines all have an equal delay, which is called the time step. The time step is equal to the
inverse of the sampling rate that is predefined by the global parameter SampleModeBandwidth in VPI.
The choice of SampleModeBandwidth also sets the number of sections used (and with this the
accuracy) in the model [10]. As the computation time is approximately proportional to the square of the
SampleModeBandwidth, a trade-of should be made between computation time and accuracy of the
model. The VPI manual [10] therefore recommends a SampleRateBandwidth of 2560 GHz for a cavity
length of 350 j.1m. The TLLM then uses M=12 sections.

Gain
The TLLM used infinite-impulse response filters to represent the spectral dependence of the
spontaneous and stimulated emission. These filters can be approximated by a Lorenzian response if
the bandwidth of the filter is significantly less than the simulation bandwidth (SampleModeBandwidth).
Figure 3.3 shows the position of the filters within the signal path. The dependence of the gain on the
carrier density is logarithmic in the model:
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Gstim(N,S) = exp[ar'ln(~),-S-'/}'L]
No 1+ oS

VVhere /}.L = LIM is the section length [m]. The spectral density of the ASE noise is:

3.3 VPI model

(3.4)

(3.5)

VVhere G [dB] is the power gain across the active region; hv [J] is the photon energy; nsp [-] is the
population inversion parameter; Uint [11m] is the internal loss and the factor g I(g - aint) accounts for

the population inversion due to the internal loss in the section.

Input Field

Spontaneous
Emission Filter

Figure 3.3 Signal flow through the stimulated and spontaneous emission filters [10].

The incoming and outgoing fields are first filtered before entering or leaving a model section. As can
be seen from Figure 3.3, the stimulated emission filter only operates on the fraction of the optical field
generated by optical gain. If the gain due to stimulated emission is zero, the optical field passes
through the section unchanged and unfiltered. At the full width half maximum (FWHM) points, the
power gain in dB will fall to half the peak gain in dB, which is different from the common definition of
the FWHM being the point at which the gain has fallen to half the linear peak gain (-3 dB point).

Model I/O
The TLLM is a time-domain model, so all the outputs are time series. The model has a forward- and
backward optical field and an average-carrier-density output. The junction voltage vi can be calculated
from this average carrier density [10].

(3.6)

VVhere "1 [-] is the heterojunction ideality factor (usually around 2); k is Bolzmann's constant
(1.38 x 10'23 J/K); T is the junction temperature (298 K); q is the electronic charge (1.602.10'19 C);
N [1/m1 is the average carrier density across the junction and Ni [11m3

] is the intrinsic carrier density in
the active region (1.5 x 1016 1/m\ The junction voltage cannot be measured directly because of a
series resistance Rs of about 2 n. The junction voltage in the model is therefore represented by:
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(3.7)

Transient
In the simulations, a transient time should be discarded before the signal is introduced, because the
amplifier needs some time to reach a steady state. The model starts with an initial carrier density
defined by the parameter InitialCarrierDensity and it takes about 7 ns to reach a steady carrier density.

Parameters
In the actual AGC implementation, two Samsung bi-directional amplifiers (Appendix C, Table C.5) will
be used. In the remainder of this report, these amplifiers will be referred to as SOA 1 and SOA 2.

A large effort has been made to map the parameters of the simulation-amplifiers on the Samsung
amplifiers. Because Samsung does not issue physical parameters and measuring these parameters is
not possible, the process of mapping the simulation-parameters is very difficult. Therefore, the
simulations can only be used to show trends for different parameter settings of the control circuit.

By assuming a logarithmic dependence of the gain coefficient on the carrier density (equation 3.4) the
model does not describe the decrease of the gain coefficient for high carrier densities that can be
observer in real SOAs.

The characteristic transfer functions of the model SOA are presented in Appendix B and the model
parameters are presented in Table B.2. The complete datasheet for the Samsung SOA 1 is presented
in appendix C.3.

3.3.2 Control circuit

The control circuit is divided in an ideal block that subtracts a reference voltage from the junction
voltage of SOA B and a block that represents the electrical amplifier. This amplifier block has a filter to
model the spectral dependence of an amplifier and decrease the control speed for reasons addressed
in section 3.2. The gain section models the control transfer and a slewing rate block represents a finite
rising speed of an operational amplifier.

Reference voltage
Figure 3.4 shows a simulation of the junction voltage versus the SOA output power and for a bias
current of 50, 60 and 70 mA respectively. A higher bias current increases the number of carriers that
are inserted into the active region whereas a higher output power results in a lower junction voltage
due to a larger carrier recombination rate.
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Figure 3.4 Junction voltage versus output power of the SOA for different drive currents.

In the saturation area of SOA B, the junction voltage change per watt input power is larger than for
lower powers. A realistic value for the average signal input power into the Alcatel wavelength
converter is 0 dBm. Therefore, the AGC needs an average output power of 0 dBm.

Figure 3.4 shows that the responsivity of the SOA at 0 dBm output power is the highest for a bias
current of 50 mA. The reference voltage for the simulations is chosen from Figure 3A. With Ibias =
50 mA and Pout =0 dBm this results in V,el =1060 mV.

Operational amplifier
In the AGC an OPAMP from Burr-Brown, type OPA 620, will be used. The datasheet is presented in
appendix CA. The error voltage Vj - V,el is amplified by the control transfer function and the output
drives the bias current of SOA A. The simulations model the slewing rate and frequency dependence
of this OPAMP. Different types of feedback (proportional, integral and derivative) are evaluated.

Slewing rate
An operational amplifier has a slewing rate. The slewing rate S, [VIs] is defined as the maximum
voltage swing per second for the maximum input sweep.

S = t1V
r M (3.8)

The OPA 620 has a slewing rate of 250 V/lJ.s. The VPI model for the slewing rate is given in appendix
B.1.2.

Bandwidth
An OPAMP is frequency dependent. The speed of the control loop should be limited to prevent control
of the single data bits. In section 3.2 it has been discussed that this results in a filter bandwidth that
should be around 89 MHz. In the simulations, an infinite response low-pass filter of order 3 is used
with a bandwidth of 100 MHz.

Optical filtering
The signal will receive a large amount of broadband ASE noise within the AGC. The oscilloscope in
the VPI model is implemented as a photo detector. The photo detector introduces quantum noise to
the signal and this noise is filtered out using an internal rectangular low-pass filter with a cut-off
frequency of 1.0 GHz.
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3.4 Results

3.4 Resuffs

The next paragraph discusses simulations with a slow varying input power in order to evaluate the
static response of the automatic gain control system. Secondly, a modulated signal is used to evaluate
the effect of the bandwidth of the control loop and the extinction ratio of the modulated signal.

3.4.1 Static response

This paragraph describes three different types of control feedback. First, the proportional control is
simulated. Secondly, a proportional-derivative control is evaluated in order to increase the damping of
the control signal. Finally, an integral factor is added to eliminate the steady state error. The
consecutive values of the input power are: -30, -20 and -10 dBm.

P-control
The P-control AGC follows the approach as proposed by Jansen [3]. The proportional transfer function
Dp is:

(3.9)

The parameter settings of the Bulk_SOA model are shown in Table B.2 and the control-loop settings
are presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Parameters of P-control simulation of of the AGe without data.

System Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Global TimeWindow 51.2 ns

SampleModeBandwidth 640 GHz

SOAB I Bias current 50 mA

Control loop Vre, Reference Voltage 1060 mV

I~W
Bandwidth loop filter 100 IMHZ
Proportional gain 10 AN

Slewing rate 5.10
8

'I V/s

Figure 3.5 shows different signals of the P-control AGC. The drive current plot shows the effect of the
transient time of the SOAs. T =0 s, the initial carrier density is very low (1.0 x 1024 1/m\ and from
equation 3.6 the junction voltage is also low resulting in a negative error voltage Vj - Vref. Therefore, the
drive current is zero in the first 7 ns.
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Figure 3.5 Proportional control signals;
(a) input signal; (b) error voltage; (c) drive current of SOA 1; (d) output power of SOA 2.

After the transient time, the AGC reaches a steady control situation for the -30 dBm input power. The
drive current of SOA 1 is 30 mA and using equation 3.9 and K=10 the error voltage is 3 mV.

After 69 ns, the input power into SOA 1 changes to -20 dBm and this results in an instantaneously
power step at the output of SOA 2. The increased photon density in SOA 2 saturates this amplifier and
therefore the junction voltage decreases due to the lower carrier density. Because of the saturation
effect, the output power of the AGC has become lower than the desired value and the drive current is
increased to reach a steady output power. The drive current stabilises at 22.5 mA and the error
voltage is 2.25 mV.

The output of the SOA 2 for a -30 dBm input has more noise than for the -20 dBm input. Because the
automatic gain control has to amplify the -30 dBm more, also a larger noise contribution will be added.

Different input powers result in different error voltages and consequently different output powers for
the AGC. Figure 3.5.d shows indeed a 5 dB difference in the final value between the -30 and -20 dBm
input power.

For t=137 ns the input power increases to -10 dBm and again a step in the output power occurs. For
this input power the control signal oscillates. The proportional gain is too high for this input power.

PD-control
In order to improve stability, a proportional-derivative (PO) control is introduced with a transfer function
DpD:

(3.10)

\l\lhere "Cd [s] is the derivative time constant. The derivative feedback increases the damping and
improves the stability of the system. Table 3.2 shows the parameters of this simulation, which are the
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same as the parameters in the proportional control simulation except for the extra derivative
component.

Table 3.2 Parameters of PO-control simulation of of the AGC without data.

System Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Global TimeWindow 51.2 ns

SampleModeBandwidth 640 GHz

SOAB I Bias current 50 mA

Control loop Vref Reference voltage 1060 mV

BW Bandwidth loop filter 100 MHz

K Proportional gain 10 AN

'rd Derivative time constant 10.10-9 s

S, Slewing rate 5.108 Vis

The control signals in Figure 3.6 show more damping compared to the P-control response. A PD
control still has the disadvantage of a nonzero steady-state error.
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Figure 3.6 PO-control signals;
(a) input signal; (b) error voltage; (c) drive current of SOA 1; (d) output power of SOA 2.

Figure 3.7 shows the individual contributions of the proportional and derivative components to the total
control signal of the AGC. The derivative component increases the transient speed of the control
signal and its contribution decreases for the steady state.
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Figure 3.7 Proportional and derivative contributions to the PO-control signal.

PID-control
The problem of the steady-state error can be solved using a proportional-integral-derivative (PIO)
control. The main advantage of combining the PO-control with an extra integral control is the reduction
of the steady state error Vj - Vref. The control transfer function OPID is:

0P/O(s) = K· (1 + _1_ + S'dJ
S'I

(3.11 )

VVhere 'd [s] and 'I [s] are the derivative and the integral time constant, respectively. The proportional
feedback increases the speed of the response; the integral component eliminates the steady-state
error whereas the derivative part can damp the dynamic response.

Table 3.3 shows the parameters of the PIO simulation. The input signal is alternated from -30 to -20
and -10 dBm to evaluate the effect of a step in average power on the AGC behaviour.

Table 3.3 Parameters of PIO-control simulation of of the A GC without data

System Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Global TimeWindow 102.4 ns

SampleModeBandwidth 640 GHz

SOAB I Bias current 50 mA

Control loop Vref Reference voltage 1060 mV

BW Bandwidth loop filter 100 MHz

K Proportional gain 10 AN

'td Derivative time constant 10.10-$ s

'tl Integral time constant 0.5,10·g s

S, Slewing rate 5.108 VIs
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Figure 3.8 PID-control signals;
(a) input signal; (b) error voltage; (c) drive current of SOA 1; (d) output power of SOA 2.

The effect of the integral component on the AGC response is as expected. The error voltage in Figure
3.8b fades out resulting in a zero error voltage of the AGC control signal. Figure 3.9 shows the
proportional, integral and derivative contributions to the total control current. The integral component
slows the response but it also eliminates the error voltage, as the proportional line decreases to zero.
The derivative component is only present at the points where the input power changes.
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Figure 3.9 Proportional, derivative and integral contributions to the total control signal.

3.4.2 Data response

In the previous paragraph, a steady-state analysis was made. The influence of the control loop on an
intensity modulated signal will now be simulated. Regarding the speed of the control loop, a trade-off
should be made between the time it takes for the AGe system to control the input signal and the
pattern degradation due to equalisation of the different signal bits by the control loop.

The derivative component in the PID-control is very sensitive to the fast data pattern. Therefore, it is
decided to use a proportional-integral (PI) control because the faster transient response does not
compensate for the bad steady-state performance.

The absense of the derivative component results in less damping of the control loop. Therefore, the
proportional gain should be lowered for the PI-feedback compared to the PID-control to decrease the
oscillations.

The influence of data on the PI-control loop will be simulated in this section. The data speed is
1.25 GbiUs, because this is one of the bit-rates that will be used in the STOLAS system.

It is important to achieve a steady-state control and a fast reaction on burst-mode data. Equation 3.12
shows the new PI transfer function.

Dp,(s) = K . (1 + _1_J
sr,

(3.12)

The parameters of this PI simulation are listed in Table 3.4. The input data, with an average power of
-17 dBm and an extinction ratio of 6 dB, is coupled into SOA A after 80 ns.
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Table 3.4 Parameters of PI-control simulation of of the AGe with 1.25 Gbit/s data modulation.

System Symbol Parameter Value Unit

NRZ coder BitrateDefault 1.25 GHz

Type PRBS 27_1

Risetime Risetime data 200 ps

Control K Proportional gain 10 AN

~I Integral time constant 0.5.10-9 s

BW Bandwidth loop fitter 100 MHz

MZ Modulator E Extinction ratio 6.0 dB

Figure 3.10 shows the resulting signals within the control loop. The simulation starts with a very low
input power. Figure 3.10.d shows that the drive current has not yet reached a stable value when the
data is entering the AGC. When the separate contributions of the proportional and derivative
components to the total control signal are observed, the integral contribution is still rising. This is a
result of the start-up effect of the SOA model (paragraph 3.3.1, transient).

After 69 ns, a signal with a relative small extinction ratio is coupled into SOA A. This situation
illustrates that the control loop is still too fast. The proportional component shows a large reaction on
the data whereas the integral component keeps integrating and does not reach a steady value. This
unstable drive current results in an average power that is not constant. A control loop bandwidth of
100 MHz is therefore still too high.

Unfortunately, because the VPI licence expired, it is not possible to simulate the AGC with a smaller
bandwidth.
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Figure 3.10 PI-control signals, bit rate 1.25 Gbit/s (a) input signal, (b) error voltage;
(c) proportional and integral contribution to the drive current (d) output power of SOA 2.
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3.5 Conclusions

3.5 Conclusions

The simulations show that a proportional-integral control system is the most suitable for the STOLAS
automatic gain control. The integral component is necessary to eliminate the steady state error.
Design rules for the values of the proportional gain, integral time constant and bandwidth of the control
loop, resulted from the simulations.

A derivative component is not used in the feedback. The derivative component follows the fluctuations
on the junction voltage due to the high-speed data and therefore the control signal becomes
dependent on the data pattern, which is undesired.

Proportional gain
The proportional gain should not be limited. A high proportional gain results in increasing the
overshoot and the chance of oscillation. A proportional gain of 10 is used for the simulations because
a higher value increases the oscillations of the control signal.

Bandwidth filter
The bandwidth of the filtering has to be significantly lower than the lowest component in the data
pattern. A PRBS 27_1 data pattern at 1.25 GHz has a lowest frequency component (7 consecutive
spaces or marks) of 1.25/ 14 = 89 MHz. Simulations showed that good results are obtained for a
control loop bandwidth of 1/1Oth of the lowest frequency component in the data. The control should
therefore be around 9 Mhz.

Integral time constant
The value of the integral time constant depends on the speed of the control loop and the proportional
gain. The integral time constant should be chosen as low as possible to reach the final value as fast
as possible, without getting oscillations.
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Now it is determined that a proportional-integral control is the best solution for the STOLAS automatic
gain control, the next step is to design the actual control system. In this chapter, the design-process of
the PI-control automatic gain control is described.

Section 4.1 describes the layout of the AGC and the components that are used in the system followed
by a calculation of the reference voltage based on the expected optical powers in the system. A
detailed characterisation is presented in section 4.3 and section 4.4 describes some issues
concerning the present AGC solution.

4.1 Layout

The automatic gain control system is divided in a temperature control and a gain control circuit, each
driven by a separate supply voltage source. Figure C.1 shows the schematic of the voltage sources. In
the next paragraphs the temperature and gain control circuits are discussed. In appendix C the
complete schematics and component lists can be found.

4.1.1 Temperature circuit

Figure C.3 and Figure C.4 show the schematics of the thermo-electric cooler (TEC) circuit for the two
SOAs. Each SOA has its own temperature control loop. The thermistor between pin 5 and ground of
the SOAs is the sensor of the control loop. Using potmeters R37 and R59, the reference temperature
can be adjusted. These potmeters are set at 16.7 kQ for an SOA temperature of 298 K.

4.1.2 Gain control circuit

The gain control circuit is divided in an implementation of the PI transfer function and a protection
circuit between the output of the OPAMP and the SOA 1. Figure C.2 (appendix C) presents the
complete control circuit. In the next paragraph, the PI and protection circuit are discussed separately.

Proportional-integral circuit
The AGC control system is developed using two Samsung bi-directional SOAs (Table C.5). The PI
control schematic is presented in Figure 4.1. At the right side, the reference voltage is made using a
buffer-OPAMP (U3). The operational amplifier U1 is a differential amplifier that amplifies the error
voltage Vj - V,e" Assuming R31 =R34 , R30 =R36 and C5 =Cg the transfer function of this section is:

v - R36 .tV - V )
ul - R (1 R C ) \ j ,.,

34 + S 36 9

(4.1)

In section 2.2.2, it is explained that the bandwidth of the control loop has to be limited to prevent a
reaction of the control loop on the data. For a 2.5 GbiUs, PRBS 27_1 pattern, the lowest frequency
component is 2.5 GbiUs /14 = 179 MHz. The simulations showed that the control loop bandwidth has
to be a factor of 10 lower than the lowest frequency component in the data to eliminate the influence of
the data on the control loop. The bandwidth should therefore be lower than 20 MHz.

For the control loop, two OPA620 operational amplifiers from Burr-Brown are used. These amplifiers
have a gain-bandwidth product of 200 MHz and for a proportional gain of 10, the bandwidth is
therefore already limited to 20 MHz. Adding extra filtering to the control loop is not necessary and
therefore Cgand C5 are not connected.
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Figure 4.1 Proporlional-integral control schematic.

OPAMP U2 adds the integral component to the control function. The transfer function of U2 is:

(4.2)

The total transfer function of the control loop is:

(4.3)

\Nhich has the same shape as the PI-control function in equation 3.12, with K = R36 and " = R3SC10 .
R34

The values of the proportional gain and the integral time constant are tuned using the guidelines in
section O. The proportional gain is set at K = 12, because a high proportional gain results in a lower
bandwidth of U1 . The integral time constant is chosen as low as possible without getting oscillations.
The integral time constant resulted in 'tl = 20 ps.

Protection circuit
The next step is to control the bias current into SOA 1 and limit this current at 200 mA to prevent
damage to this amplifier. Figure 4.2 shows the protection circuit. The output swing of the OPA620
amplifiers is ±3.5 V.

Rl0
200
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Figure 4.2 Cu"ent limiting circuit.

The resistors in the circuit are implemented with a network of parallel resistors because the maximum
power dissipation of one resistor is 0.1 W. The right hand side of the circuit delivers a current of about
150 mA to the node with the SOA anode. Depending on the output Vu of the control OPAMP. this
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current is drained away into the control OPAMP or the OPAMP adds an extra current into SOA 1. In
order to tune the control loop in a way that an average optical input power in the range -20 thru
-10 dBm is properly controlled, Rl1 , R15, R1 and R2 are not connected. The total resistance of RA

becomes 33.33 nand RB25 n. Table 4.1 shows the limits of the SOA 1 current for Vu = ± 3.5 V.

Table 4.1 Bias current SOA for limits control voltage.

Vu

+3.5 V

-3.5 V

4.2 Power consideration

ISOA2

165 rnA

o rnA

Exact values for the extinction ratio and the input power range in the STOLAS project are not specified
yet. Therefore, realistically expected values are used. In the STOLAS system, an extinction ratio of
6 dB has been chosen (section 3.2).

In the AGC system, a current of 50 mA drives the second SOA. The drive current of SOA 2 defines the
saturation behaviour of the AGC circuit. The worst-case of a 6 dB extinction ratio at the output of the
AGC is evaluated.

SOA 2 has a 3 dB saturation power of +3 dBm [3]. The saturation of an SOA can be approximated by:

(4.4)

In order to reduce pattern effects on the data, only 1.5 dB gain saturation will be tolerated on the data
marks. From equation 4.4 the 1.5 dB saturation power will be calculated as:

(4.5)

V\lhere Psat ,3dB =+3 dBm results in Psat.15dB =0 dBm. The AGC reference voltage should be tuned to
get a mark power of 0 dBm. The average power for this situation can be calculated from equation 4.6:

£ + 1
Paverage = -_. Pmark

2·£
(4.6)

V\lhere E is the extinction ratio (6 dB) in linear units. This results in Paverage = -2 dBm. The AGC
reference voltage is tuned to get an average output power of -2 dBm for an input power of -10 dBm
and a wavelength of 1550 nm.

4.3 Characterisation

This section describes the behaviour of the AGC system. First, a slowly varying input power is applied
to the AGC, representing the typical power transitions in a burst-mode system. Secondly, the effect of
the control circuit on continuous data is characterised and then, a burst-mode modulation is combined
with a data pattern.

4.3.1 No data

This section evaluates the AGC behaviour for slowly varying input powers, representing the change in
average input power for a burst-mode system. Figure 4.3 shows the set-up to evaluate the AGC
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response on these slowly varying powers. A tuneable laser is intemally modulated at 100 kHz
between no power and -4 dBm. An isolator is used to prevent noise from the AGC propagating into
the laser. The optical receiver is a HP opto / electric converter followed by an oscilloscope. The AGC
control voltage is measured at the output of OPAMP U2 in Figure 4.1.

HPtunllble lUlU
Internal mod. 100 kHz

lsoletor AUlomellc Gain Control Optical Oscrlloscope

Figure 4.3 Set-up for characterising the A GC response on slow varying optical input.

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the electrical (top) and optical (bottom) response on this modulation.
The high to low and the low to high power transition are discussed separately in the next paragraphs.

Low to high power transition
In the start situation there is no power entering the AGC. The PI-control voltage (Figure 4.4a) is stable
at -1.0 V. The optical output is also at a constant level. VVhen the laser switches to the high power
level, a power peak is observed at the output of the AGC. The control system reduces the drive
current of SOA 1 and after one small oscillation, a stable output power occurs within 150 ns. The
control voltage for the high input power is -3.0 V. At this control voltage, the SOA 1 is almost off
(Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.4 AGC response on a low to high power transition:
(a) control voltage Vu; (b) optical power.

4.3 Characterisation

High to low power transition
The start situation is a CW input power of -4 dBm into the AGC. The output voltage in Figure 4.5 is
-2.8 V and the drive current of SOA 1 is very low according to Table 4.1. When the high input power
switches off, the output of the AGC decreases instantaneously. The control voltage increases up till
-1 V and the optical output power settles in 200 ns to its final value.
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4.3.2 Data
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Figure 4.5 AGe response on a high to low power transition:
(a) control voltage Vu; (b) optical power.

4.3 Characterisation

Although the control circuit needs to be fast enough to control a change in average power due to a
burst of data at the input, the AGC should not react on a few consecutive spaces or marks.

Figure 4.6 shows the measurement set-up for characterising the static response of the AGC on a
2.5 GbiUs data pattern. Again, an isolator is uses behind the laser, to prevent noise entering the laser.
The modulator is highly polarisation dependent. The polarisation is controlled to obtain the maximum
power after the modulator. The extinction ratio of the modulator is tuned at 6 dB using two on-board
potmeters.
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Figure 4,6 Set-up for characterising the AGC response on 1M signals.

Figure 4,7Figure 4,7 shows the input and output signals during the measurement. At the top of the
figure, the input data and eye pattern with an average power of -4,5 dBm are shown. The data is a
PRBS 27_1 pattern. The output data and eye pattern of the AGC are presented at the bottom of Figure
4.7. The output signal has an average power of -2 dBm. Some saturation can be observed at the
marks of the pattern. The eye pattern is open, but a large contribution of ASE noise is present. The
extinction ratio has become 3 dB due to the saturation and the ASE noise, Further experiments in
combination with the WC will show whether the WC can increase the extinction ratio to its original
level. In Appendix A.2 it is illustrated that a wavelength converter is able to increase the extinction ratio
of the converted data. Therefore, it is expected that the Alcatel-WC has the ability to increase the
extinction ratio of a converted signal and, in doing so, compensate for the noise in the AGC.

From the clear eye pattern after the AGC, can be concluded that the control circuit does not react on
the separate data bits,
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Figure 4.7 AGC performance measurement results: (a) input pattern;
(b ) input eye pattern; (c) data pattern after AGC (d) eye pattern after AGC.

4.3.3 Burst-mode data

In section 4.3.1, it is concluded that the AGC can control a change in the average power within 200 ns.
The next set-up (Figure 4.8) will evaluate the AGC behaviour wh.en also burst-mode data is present.
For this purpose a low-speed acousto-optic (AO) modulator is used behind the 2.5 Gbit/s modulator.
The AO modulator has a large extinction ratio and represents the slow burst mode pattern. The burst
frequency is 100 kHz.
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Figure 4.8 Set-up for characterising the AGC response on burst-mode data.

Figure 4.9.a shows the burst-mode input signal. The individual data bits are unrecognisable due to the
high bit rate, but the high and low levels can be clearly distinguished. The data has a finite level for the
spaces and the extinction ratio is 6 dB. Figure 4.9b shows the response of the AGC on this burst
mode input. The extinction ratio of the output data is again about 3 dB. This plot shows that the
average power is controlled as expected. Figure 4.9c and Figure 4.9d show the zero-data and the
data-zero transition respectively. VlJhen these plots are compared with the results in Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5, it can be concluded that the control loop only reacts on the average power and that the
control loop does not react on the data. The settling time is about 150 ns.
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Figure 4.9 AGC performance measurements results; (a) burst-mode input signal;
(b) AGC output signal; (c) zero-data transition; (d) data-zero transition.

4.4 Issues

During the process of characterisation of the AGC, some issues called for attention. In the next
sections, the supply voltage source and the speed of the control loop will be evaluated. Vllhen no
signal is received, the AGC should not output optical power because this power can interfere with
other signals in the STOLAS system. The last paragraph discusses this issue.

4.4.1 Supply source

A slow alternating input power is applied to the AGC, like in the set-up in Figure 4.3. The control
voltage will switch between a level to control the high input power and a voltage to control the low
input power. Figure 4.10a shows unstable levels of the control voltage for a modulation speed of
50 kHz. The effect increases for a slower modulation of 1 kHz (Figure 4.1 Ob).
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This effect appears to be a result of the load current change of the control system. When a low optical
input power is injected into the AGC, the drive current needs to be higher than the drive current for a
higher input power. This results in a load step for the supply voltage block (Table C.6). Figure 4.11
shows the response of this voltage source on a load current step, where it can be seen that the effect
is caused by this module. Because the reference voltage is produced with a resistor division from the
supply voltage (Figure 4.1), the control circuit will follow the changes in the supply voltage source.
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Figure 4.11 Power module response on load change.

It should be noted that this effect is only present for slow modulation (f < 100 kHz) and that for higher
speeds the effect is negligible. The power module senses an average load for high speeds. A
measurement with a low duty-cycle has to show whether the effect also exists when data is only
present during a small period of the time.

4.4.2 Control loop speed

The speed of the AGC response for a changing input power is dependent on the values of the different
components.

The OPA 620 has a gain-bandwidth product of 200 MHz. The proportional gain is 12, so the OPAMP
limits the bandwidth at 17 MHz. SOA 1 and SOA 2 are connected using 0.5 m of fibre pigtail.
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introducing a delay between the amplifiers. The OPAMPs have a finite slewing rate, which also limits
the speed of the control loop.

From Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, a 10/90% risetime of 100 ns can be found. The bandwidth of the
control loop can be calculated from the risetime using the rule-of-thumb:

t =~
nsa 2Jl"' B

(4.7)

lJ\Ihere B [Hz] is the bandwidth of the loop and trise [s] is the 10/90% risetime. A bandwidth of 2.7 MHz
results from this equation.

Faster OPAMPs can increase the speed of the control loop up till 20 MHz without introducing the
interaction of the control loop on the data (section 4.1.2).

4.4.3 AGe off

In the STOLAS system, data are sent in bursts and can be converted to different wavelengths.
Therefore it is necessary that a certain time-slot does not contain remainders of other data signals.

In the present situation, the AGC amplifies the noise until it reaches the average power level. The
wavelength converter will convert this noise to the new wavelength and this means that a certain
power remains present at the new wavelength.

A solution to this issue would be to use an optical filter between SOA 1 and SOA 2. Because the AGC
needs to drive the first SOA at a higher current now, it will clip at the upper limit for the drive current.
Therefore, the AGC output power will be much lower than in the present situation.

4.5 Conclusions

An automatic gain control has been build with two cascaded SOAs. The second SOA is driven by a
constant bias current and acts as a sensor for the electrical control circuit. This control circuit is a
proportional-integral control and it drives the bias current of the first SOA.

The AGC is able to control an incoming burst of data within 150 ns and no pattern effect on the data
can be noticed after this period. The extinction ratio of the output data is much lower than the input
extinction ratio due to the ASE noise a signal receives in the AGC. The demonstration with the AGC
WC needs to show whether it is possible to increase the extinction ratio of the converted signal again.

The power module circuit should be redesigned. A slowly varying optical input power into the AGC
results in fluctuations of the power module load current. These fluctuations of the load current cause
the supply voltage to change from its normal value. The bias current of SOA 2, the reference voltage
and the electrical amplifiers are dependent on the supply voltage and therefore the AGC behaviour
changes.

lJ\Ihen there is no signal entering the AGC, the control circuit amplifies the ASE to the desired output
power. Therefore, there is still light at the new wavelength even when there is no signal. This is not
desirable because another signal may be present at this wavelength. One solution might be to use an
optical filter between the SOAs of the AGC.
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The Automatic gain control has been designed to increase the dynamic range of the average input
power into the wavelength converter for which adequate conversion is obtained. Both the AGC and
the wavelength converter can be tuned in order to demonstrate a working converter.

This chapter describes the demonstration of the AGC-WC combination. First, a set of values is
introduces for the interface between the AGC and the WC. Secondly, the tuning of the Alcatel
wavelength converter is discussed. Section 5.3 shows the results of the experiments. The chapter is
closed with issues and conclusions.

5.1 Requirements

Characterisation of the Alcatel wavelength converter [9] showed that the WC has a better conversion
in the inverting range. Inversion of data is not desired in the STOLAS project however, because this
would imply extra coding on the data to recover the original signal. The Alcatel-WC will be tuned to
convert data without inverting the data.

The converter can work in both the co- and counter-propagating set-up. The co-propagating setting
has been chosen because the conversion is more efficient due to the longer interference path
between signal and CWo

In section 4.2, it is calculated that the AGC only has 1.5 dB saturation at the data marks for an
average output power of -2 dBm. This means that a current and polarisation setting of the wavelength
converter has to be found to convert data with -2 dBm average power correctly.

The AGC adds a large amount of ASE to the data. This results in a lower extinction ratio of the data at
the input of the WC. The transfer function of WC should therefore be steep enough to increase the
extinction ratio of the converter data.

5.2 Alcatel wavelength converter

Figure 5.1 shows the layout of the Alcatel all-active wavelength converter. The SOAs are driven by six
independent currents, which are shown in the figure. The signal input is coupled co-propagating with
the CW signal into the wavelength converter. Table A.2 (appendix A) shows four different current
settings of the wavelength converter. The transfer function of this WC is also very dependent on the
polarisation of the CW signal as can be seen from Figure A.7 and Figure A.8 [9]. The WC driving unit
controls the six currents and stabilises the unit temperature.
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Figure 5.1 Layout of the A/cate/ all-active we.

It is very illustrative to observe the real-time effect of changing the driver currents on the we transfer
function. Therefore, the set-up in Figure 5.2 is used. A low frequency signal drives an Acousto-Optic
modulator, which has an extinction ratio of over 55 dB. This creates an optical power sweep at the
input of the wavelength converter. The modulated wave is coupled into the we and the output signal
is displayed on a oscilloscope. By observing the response on the rising edge of the AO input signal,
the real-time transfer function can be observed.
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Figure 5.2 Set-up for characterising the we transfer function.

5.2.1 Guidelines for tuning

Appendix A.3.1 shows how a real-time transfer function can be generated. This makes it possible to
observe the effects of changing the currents and polarisation on the transfer function. Figure 5.3
illustrates the influence of each of the currents and the polarisation on the we transfer function. The
red line in each of the plots corresponds to the current setting 1 in Table A.2. The polarisation
corresponding to setting 1 is optimised for the maximum output power of the wavelength converter.
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Figure 5.3 Influence of the driver currents and polarisation on the we transfer function;
the red line corresponds to current setting 1.

For current setting 1, the WC reacts as a non-inverting converter as shown by the figures. With this
setting, it is not possible to increase the extinction ratio of the converted signal, because a 6 dB
extinction ratio at the input will only result in a 6 dB extinction ratio at the output of the converter.
Therefore, it will be necessary to use a non-inverting current setting and to tune the input to the rising
edge of this transfer function [9].

The AGC has an average output power of -2 dBm and a mark power of a dBm. The average AGC
output power, has already been tuned and the wavelength converter will be fit to the AGC output.
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Tuning is done by applying an AO modulated signal with a highest power level of 0 dBm and observe
the real-time transfer function (appendix A3, 1), while tuning the WC-driver currents and polarisation of
the CW power, The transfer function has to be as steep as possible because the output extinction ratio
needs to be larger than the input extinction ratio due to the deterioration of the extinction ratio in the
AGC, The 0 dBm power has to be at the top of the transfer function, This can be checked by
increasing the laser power; the transfer function has to descend as a result of the increasing power.

When the transfer function is tuned, the AGC input signal can be connected,

5.3 Results

The demonstration of the wavelength converter in combination with the automatic gain control is
discussed in this section, A layout of the measurement set-up is presented in Figure 5.4, At the
bottom, the data pattern is generated and coupled into the AGC, At the top, the CW power is coupled
into the wavelength converter. The CW power is attenuated to an average power level of 0 dBm
behind the isolator. The polarisation of the CW is optimised to obtain the maximum power after the
wavelength converter.

Both data and CW are led into the wavelength converter and after a filters is used to filter out the
original signal wavelength.
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Figure 5.4 Set-up for characterising the AGC-WC combination on converting data,

A 2.5 GbiUs, PRBS 27_1 data pattern with an extinction ratio of 8 dB is coupled into the AGC, The
average powers of the modulated signals are -10, -15 and -20 dBm. Figure 5.5 shows the eye
patterns in the system, before (a) and after (b) the AGC,
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Figure 5.5 AGC-WC combination measurement results:
(a) eye pattern into AGC; (b) eye pattern after AGC.

Again, the average output power after the AGC is -2 dBm and the extinction ratio has decreased due
to the ASE noise in the SOAs. The output of the AGC is led to the WC trough an isolator. The CW
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power is +1 dBm at the input of the WC. The currents of the wavelength converter are set at setting 3
in Table A.2.

Figure 5.6 shows the output eye patterns after the WC for three different average powers into the
automatic gain control. For this 10 dB range it can be concluded that the input data into the WC stays
at a fixed level because the eye patters almost have the same eye. The shape of the eye pattern is not
depending on the input power.
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Figure 5.6 AGC-WC combination results: eye patterns after WC, average power into AGC:
(a) -10 dBm (b) -15 dBm (d) -20 dBm.

The peaks at the marks of the output data show that the output of the AGC is not matched optimal to
the WC transfer function. Figure 5.7 shows this transfer function. The input- and the output power
ranges are also marked in the plot. Because the input data range is on both sides of the transfer
function, a distortion peak occurs at the output of the WC.
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Figure 5.7 Transfer function WC, current setting 3 showing the input- and output power range;
the dotted pari is extrapolated.

This distortion effect of the output data also has an effect on the crossover point of the data. Figure 5.6
clearly shows that the crossover point is higher than expected.

A bit-error ratio (BER) test is performed on the output of the WC for the input powers into the AGC of
-10, -15 and -20 dBm. This test showed that error-free transmission of the data is possible for these
three situations.

The extinction ratio of the data decreases in the AGC, but the transfer function of the WC is steep
enough to convert the data to a higher extinction ratio. The input extinction ratio into the AGC is 8 dB.
The output extinction ratio of the AGC is only 2 dB. The extinction ratio of the converted signal at the
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WC output has increased to 6 dB. From the WC transfer function in Figure 5.7 can be concluded that
the input power range is slightly too high and a lower input power into the WC increases the extinction
ratio even more.

5.4 Issues

In the demonstration set-up, only the stationary situation is discussed. The influence of the sudden
power peak at the output of the AGC, when a burst of data is coming into the AGC has not been
measured.

In the STOLAS project, packets will be switched from one wavelength to another. In the ideal situation,
there is no light present at the new wavelength. The present AGC solution has an ASE output power
when no signal is present at the AGC input. The wavelength converter will convert this average power
to a new wavelength causing the problem of possible interfering with other data present at the new
wavelength.

In the co-propagating set-up of the WC, it is not possible to convert an incoming data pattern to the
same wavelength as the input wavelength. Counter-propagating can be evaluated because
conversion to the same wavelength is then possible. The efficiency of the counter-propagating
converter is lower due to the shorter interaction time between signal and CW wave.

5.5 Conclusions

Without the AGC, the dynamic range of the non-inverting WC setting is 1.7 dB [9J. The demonstration
of the AGC-WC combination shows that the AGC increases the dynamic range of the wavelength
converter to 10 dB. A BER-test showed that the 1M data is converted error-free for this dynamic range.

Using an AGC in front of the WC also makes the shape of the WC independent of the input power.
Due to the non-linear transfer function of the WC, this is not the case without the AGC.

The AGC-WC converter can maintain the extinction ratio of the data without optical filtering between
the AGC and the WC. Because of the co-propagating setting of the WC, optical filtering behind the
WC is necessary to filter the old data out.

A guideline for tuning the AGC and WC together is presented. The best performance is obtained by
using an inverting current setting of the WC and applying the AGC output to the second, non-inverting
edge of the WC transfer function.

A mismatch between the output powers of the AGC and the non-inverting edge of the WC-transfer
function causes distortion of the data and a change of the data crossover point.
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In this report, the design process of an automatic gain control for the STOLAS network is described.

An AGC set-up with two SOAs and a proportional-integral feedback has been chosen. A proportional
feedback needs a high gain to decrease the steady-state error. The high proportional gain results in
oscillations of the control signal. A proportional-integral feedback has the advantage of eliminating the
steady-state error without the need of a high proportional gain. A derivative component is not used
because this component reacts fast on the high-frequency data transitions.

The electrical circuit is a proportional-integral feedback that controls the drive current of the first SOA
in order to keep the average power at the output of the second SOA at a fixed level.

Because the second SOA is driven at a constant bias current, it acts as a sensor and the total power
into this SOA is controlled. Therefore, the saturation point of the AGC is the same for all input powers.

In order to be able to control burst-mode data, the AGC has to control a changing average input power
as fast as possible. However, the bandwidth of the control loop has to be lower to avoid reaction of the
control loop on the single data. A trade-off should therefore be made with respect to the bandwidth of
the control-loop.

Because of the amplification of the signal in the AGC, ASE noise is added. The noise in the AGC
degrades the extinction ratio of the data. The demonstration of the AGC-WC combination shows that
the total system maintains the extinction ratio, due to the non-linear transfer characteristics of the
wavelength converter.

A dynamic range of 10 dB for the input power into the AGC-WC can be reached exploiting the second,
non-inverting rising edge of an inverting current setting of the WC transfer function.
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7 Recommendations

In this chapter, recommendations will be made for the AGC and the combination of the AGC and the
Alcatel WC.

First, the speed of the control loop can be increased by using a faster OPAMP, e.g. the Burr-Brown
OPA 680. This OPAMP has a faster slew rate and a higher gain-bandwidth product. Tuning of the
proportional gain and the integral time constant will be necessary when a faster OPAMP is used. It
should be verified that the control loop does not react on the data pattern when using a higher control
loop bandwidth.

The influence of the load current on the supply voltage block should be eliminated. A new supply
voltage circuit, generating the reference voltage by a regulator and a different design of the drive
current circuit could be investigated as solutions to this issue.

The behaviour of the AGC for different wavelengths of the input data has to be examined.

Loop experiments have to be performed to evaluate the influence of noise and saturation on the data
after several cascades of the AGC-WC converter.

VVhen no data is entering the AGC, the control loop amplifies the ASE to the average level. Therefore
an optical power will be present at the input of the WC. After the WC, this power can interfere with
data from other sources that may be present at the same wavelength. A solution has to be found to
avoid light leaving the WC when no data is entering the AGC. Optical filtering between the SOAs in
the AGC causes the control voltage to clip when no input data is entering the AGC, resulting in a lower
AGC output power.

In the demonstration set-up, only the stationary situation has been discussed. The influence on the
WC of the sudden power peak at the output of the AGC when a burst of data is coming into the AGC
should also be explored.

Although the AGC has been designed to increase the dynamic range of the STOLAS wavelength
converter, other application areas of optical communications could also benefit from this sub-system.
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Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
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List of symbols

T Absolute temperature K

r Confinement factor

'1 Heterojunction ideality factor 2

A Linewidth m

a Material gain nonlinearity m3

cp Phase rad

p Spontaneous emission coupling factor

~d Derivative time constant s

Uh Linewidth enhancement factor

~I Integral time constant s

alnt Intemalloss 11m

t p Photon lifetime s

A Defect recombination 1/s

a Linear material gain coefficient m2

B Bimolucular recombination m3/s

BW Bandwidth Hz

C Auger recombination m6/s

c Speed of light in vacuum 299792500 m/s

d Active region thickness m

Dp P-control transfer function

DPD PD-control transfer function

Dpi PI-control transfer function

Dplo PID-control transfer function

f Modulation frequency Hz

G Gain dB

h Planck's constant 6.625x10'34 J.S

hv Photon energy J

I Current A

K Proportional gain

ks Bolzmann's constant 1.38x10'23 J/K

L Active region length m

M Number of sections

N Carrier density m,3

N, Intrinsic carrier density 1.6x10'6 m,3

nsp Population inversion parameter

P Power dBm

q Electronic charge 1.602x10"9 C

S Photon density W/m3

Sf Slewing rate Vis

v Optical frequency Hz

V Volume m3

vg Group velocity rnls

Vj Junction voltage V

Vref Reference voltage V

w Active region width m

Extinction ratio dB
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Appendix A Wavelength converter

A wavelength converter is able to convert an incoming 1M data signal from one wavelength to another.
Figure A.6 shows the layout of the Alcatel wavelength converter. This appendix presents the theory of
a wavelength converter and describes the Alcatel wavelength converter.

A.1 Theory

The principle of a wavelength converter using SOAs can be explained using a simple SOA model with
phase-shift and gain saturation in both amplifiers. The signal is coupled co-propagating with respect to
the CW power into SOA 1. For convenience, both identical SOAs are taken. An incoming CW wave

with power Pew and electrical field Eo = ~P; is equally split in two fields E1 and E2using an V-tap.

The constant (J is not used because we are only interested in the relative behaviour of the two
electrical field.

The gain G1[linear] in the first branch is depending on the input and CW power as:

(A. 1)

-G1·(O.S*Pcw +PSlgnaf)

Psal3dB (A.2)

Where Go is the unsaturated gain [linear]; Pew [W] and Psignal [W] are the CW and signal input powers;
Psat.3dB [W] is the -3 dB saturation output power. In the SOA the electrical field E1 is amplified and
obtains a phase shift depending on the gain.

Where g1 [NP] and g2 [Np] are the gain of the amplifiers in Nepers.

gj = In(G;)

iE[1,2]

The gain G2 [linear] in the second arm is only depending on the CW power as:

-G2·(O.S"PCW)

Psat,3dB

The output field is the sum of E11and E22.
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Appendix A Wavelength converter A. 2 Requirements

(A.7)

The resulting output field Eout is cross-gain and cross-phase modulated by the signal input power. The
output power Pout is:

(A.8)

Using a Matlab script, these equations can be solved, obtaining numerical solutions. From the Matlab
script, contour plots can be calculated for variable input powers and extinction ratio. The influence of
these parameters on the converted average output power and extinction ratio will be evaluated. The
contour plots are made using the parameters in Table A.1. These are realistic SOA values for
illustrating the behaviour of the we.

Table A. 1 Parameters of Matlab script to evaluate SOA-WG.

Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Go Unsaturated gain 100 -

Psa1,3dB -3 dB saturation power 0 dBm

Pew CWpower -8 dBm

A.2 Requirements

In the STOLAS project, the wavelength converter will operate in the non-inverting range as defined in
Figure A.1.

inverting non-inverting

Figure A. 1 Transfer function of an MZI-SOA wavelength converter.

In order to define the values of signal input power and extinction ratio for which the incoming signal is
converted properly, some boundary conditions should be named. These boundary conditions are:

• The signal input power for a zero, b,o' (Figure A.1), should be larger than bmin,in; this limits the
maximum extinction ratio allowed into the we.

• The extinction ratio of the output should be larger than the input extinction ratio; switching a signal
several times through the we would otherwise close the signal eye.
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Appendix A Wavelength converter A. 2 Requirements

• The output extinction ratio should be larger than the minimal value Emin; the receiver will need a
sufficiently large difference between the spaces and marks.

Appendix A.1 presents a set of equations to calculate the transfer function of an MZI-SOA wavelength
converter. Figure A.2 shows the transfer function of this we. The second maximum at Pin=5 dBm is
lower than the first one because of the cross-gain modulation in the we as described in equation A.7.

10r~-~- Transfer fun~on wavelengl~ converter uSln? Matlab script

---

-2

'~2'=0------,-.1':-5-----'.1'':-0-----'.5:-----:------=:-------,,0

Psignal (dBm)

Figure A.2 Pout versus Psignal for a we with identical SOAs.

Figure A.3 shows the contour plot of wavelength converter output power for combinations of extinction
ratio and signal input power.

Pout (d8m) versus Psignal and extin
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Figure A.3 Output power of the we for combinations of average power and extinction ratio of the
signal input.

Figure A.4 shows the contour plots of the output extinction ratio for different combinations of input
power and extinction ratio. In this contour plot, the extinction ratio of the input is higher than the input
extinction ratio for some areas. A negative value in the plots corresponds to an inverted pattern.
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extout (dB) versus Psignal and extin
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Figure A.4 Output extinction ratio of the we for combinations of average power and extinction
ratio of the signal input.

As an example the working area is plotted in Figure A.5 with the following boundary conditions:

bm1n,in = -2 dBm
-2 dBm, value chosen from Figure A.2. A lower input power results in signal distortion because the
signal is on in the crossover range between inverting and non-inverting conversion.

Emln =6dB
6 dB, expected value of the extinction ratio in the STOLAS system.

Eout > Ein.

Because the signal extinction ratio decreases due to noise in the amplifiers, the we should
increase the extinction ratio to compensate the noise degradation.

WortdncJ area
ExtinltlOlI rallo output

E:dlnctlon ratio OlItl'JUt . Elltlncllon ratio Input

10 ':zero' power input (cBl1l)

<NerBge irp.lt power (rBm)

Figure A. 5 The filled area shows the combinations of average power and extinction ratio of the signal
input for which the extinction ratio of the converted signal is improved.
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Appendix A Wavelength converter A.3 Alcatel wavelength converter

The plot shows the area for which all three conditions are met. The wavelength converter is able to
increase the extinction ratio of an input signal for a small range of average power and extinction ratio
of the input signal.

It can be concluded that it is possible to use the we in the co-propagating, non-inverting setting.
Because the area for which the converter works proper1y is very small, an automatic gain control
system is necessary in front of the wavelength converter.

A.3 Alcatel wavelength converter

Six independent currents drive the Alcatel wavelength converter. A layout of the Alcatel wavelength
converter and the position of currents is presented in Figure A.6. The we is highly sensitive to the
polatisation of the ew input.

Figure A.6 Layout of the Alcatel wavelength converter.

Table A.2 shows four different current settings of the we driver unit. It is possible to change the we
transfer function by tuning the currents and the polarisation of the ew input power.

Table A.2 Current settings Alcatel Wavelength Converter.

Current Setting 1 Setting 2 Setting 3 Setting 4

11 150 mA 140 mA 148 mA 120 mA

12 40mA 40mA 50 mA 50 mA

13 200 mA 200 mA 349 mA 250 mA

13' 30mA 25mA 276mA 30 mA

14 350 mA 350 mA 240mA 70mA

14' 25mA 25mA OmA 30mA
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Figure A. 7 The static gain transfer function for co-propagating non-inverting conversion;
current setting 4 [9].
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Figure A. 8 The static gain transfer function for co-propagating non-inverting conversion;
current setting 1 [9].

A.3.1 Real-time transfer function we
By applying an AO modulated signal with a large extinction ratio (Figure A9a) and looking at the
response of we on the rising slope (Figure A9b), it is possible to show the real-time transfer function.
The actual transfer can be calculated in Matlab by plotting the we output versus the AO input,
resulting in a transfer function in mW (Figure A9d) or in dBm (Figure A9c).
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Appendix B VPI models

The automatic gain control is simulated using the VPI transmission maker software. This appendix
presents the schematics and the parameter values of the simulations.

B.1 Control circuit

Figure 8.1 shows the VPI model of the automatic gain control. The SOAs are based on the
transmission-line laser model [5,10]. An 1M signal is coupled into SOA A. SOA 8 is driven at a
constant bias current. The junction voltage of SOA 8 is calculated from the average carrier density. A
reference voltage is subtracted from the junction voltage obtaining the error voltage of the control loop.
The error voltage is filtered, amplified and passed through a slewing rate block. The output of the
slewing rate block is the control signal, which drives the bias current of SOA A.

Amplifier with slew rate

Filler,
3rd order LP

l
+~ G:~
--_._-------~-_.. -.._--_ ..._------_.~-_.

r;;;rt;1Vj=kt/q In (NlNi)
~ + Re*lbias

8 ....r-=<:/> :
.......) ..." .

,~ ~

B
Figure B. 1 VPI model to analyse the AGe system.

The SOAs, slewing rate and gain section are described in the following paragraphs. The global
parameters of the VPI simulations are listed in Table 8.1.
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Table B. 1 Global parameters VPI simulations.

Global TimeWindow 25.6 ns

Boundary Conditions Aperiodic

Logic Information Off

SampleModeBandwidth 2560 GHz

SampleModeCenterFrequency 193.4 THz

SampleRateDefault 2560 GHz

BitRateDefault 1.25e+9 biUs

Junction Voltage N, Intrinsic Carrier Density 1.50e+16 11m3

CWlaser Pin AveragePower dBm

I.. EmissionFrequency 193.4 THz

LineWidth 0 Hz

B.1 Control circuit

The SOAs in the automatic gain control model are based on the transmission-line laser model. In VPI,
these SOAs are named Bulk_SOA_TLLM. Both SOAs use the same parameters. Table B.2 shows the
parameters of the Bulk SOA TLLM model.

Table B.2 Parameters of Bulk_SOA_TLLM

System Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Bulk SOA TLLM A.peak Nominal Wavelength c/193.4e+12 m

L LaserChipLength 350 J.lm

w ActiveRegionWidth 2.5 J.lm

d ActiveRegionThickness 0.2 J.lm

r Confinementfactor 0.3

vg GroupEffectivelndex 3.7

LeftFacetReflectivity 1.0e-4

RightFacetReflectivity 1.0e-4 I

OpticalCouplingEfficiency 0.5

C1 FixedlnternalLoss 3000 11m

C1h MaterialLinewidthEnhancementFactor 3.0

DifferentialRefractivelndex -1.11 e-26 m3

ChirpReferenceCarrierDensity 2.0e+24 11m3

CurrentlnjectionEfficiency 1

A LinearRecombinationCoefficient 0 1/s

B BimolecularRecombinationCoefficient 1e-16 m3/s

Caug AugerRecombinationCoefficient 1.3e-41 m6/s

a LinearMaterialGainCoefficient 3.0e-20 m2

No TransparencyCarrierDensity 1.5e+24 11m3

cr Non linearGa inCoefficient 1e-23 11m3

NonlinearGainTimeconstant 0 s

GainPeakFrequency 1e15 Hz

GainPeakFreqCarrierDependence 0 Hz m3

GainCoefficientSpectralWidth 1.0 Hz

GainCoeffSpectralWidthCarrierDependence 0

PopulationlnversionParameter 2.0

SpontaneousEmissionPeakFrequency 0 Hz
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Table B.2 Parameters of Bulk_SOA_ TLLM

B. 1 Control circuit

System Symbol Parameter Value Unit

SpontaneousEmissionFreqCarrierDependence 0 Hz m3

SpontaneousEmissionSpectralWidth 1e15 Hz

SpontaneousSpectralWidthCarrierOependence Hzm3

InitialCarrierOensity 1.00e+24 11m3

8.1.2 Slewing rate

The slewing rate model in Table 8.3 limits the slewing rate of the electrical amplifier in the control loop.
The output follows the input when the difference between two consecutive samples is smaller than
slewingrate*~t. For a faster input difference, the output value is the previous value plus slewingrate*~t.

Figure B.2 VPI model for slewing rate OPAMP.

Equation 8.1 show the equations of the slewing rate model.

!
in;_1 ± s/ewingrate x M if lin; - in;_11 > s/ewingrate x M

out =

in; if lin; - in;_11 ~ s/ewingrate x M

(8.1)

Where ~t [sl is the time step in the VPI model (1/SampleMode8andwidth); in, and in'_1 are the present
and previous input value, respectively. The second limiter limits the output signal between 0 and
200 rnA because the drive current has to be limited to prevent damage to the SOA.

8.1.3 PIO model

The VPI galaxy for the PID-control consists of a Proportional gain section, a differentiator with a time
constant '0 and an integrator with a time constant 'I. Figure 8.3 shows the VPI model and Table 8.3
the parameters.
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Figure B.3 VPI model for PID-control.

B. 1 Control circuit

The proportional, integral and derivative component are amplified separately because this makes it
possible to tune the parameters independently. Table 8.3 list the parameters of the PID-control model.
The transfer function of the PID-control model is presented in equation 8.2. The proportional gain
does not amplify the integral and derivative component because this makes it easier to tune the
components separately.

Table B.3 Parameters PID model.

System Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Proportional K Gain 10 AN

Integral Gain 1/SampleModeBandwidth*11r:1

FeedbackGain 1

Derivative Type LagAsymetric

Scale 'td S
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Appendix C Control circuit

This appendix presents the schematics of the automatic gain control system. Appendix C.1 shows the
supply voltage schematic, Appendix C.2 the automatic gain control loop schematic and Appendix C.3
and C.4 present the temperature control schematics.

C.1 Schematics
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Figure C. 1 Voltages supply circuit.
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Appendix C Control circuit C.2 Component list

C.2 Component list

Table C.4 Component values.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C7 C8 C11 C13 C15 C16 C18 C19 100 nF
C21 C22 C24 C26 C27 C29 C30 C32 C35 C36
C38 C39 C41 C42 C44 C45

C12 C23 10 nF

C14 C17 C20 C25 C28 C31 10 j.lF

C33 150 j.lF

C34 C37 C40 C43 10 j.lF

C6 C5 C9 Obsolete

I C10 1 pF

R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 200 n

R1 R2 Obsolete

R11 R12R13R14R15R16R17R18 son

R11 R15 Obsolete

R19 R20 R21 R22 R23 R24 R25 R26 R27 R28 100 n
R45 R67

R29 R32 R37 R38 R40 R41 R42 R43 R46 R47 10 ItO
R48 R59 R60 R62 R63 R64 R65 R68 R69 R70

R39 R61 16 ItO

R44 R66 1 kn

R49 R50 R51 R52 R53 R54 R55 R56 R57 R58 10 n
R71 R72 R73 R74 R75 R76 R77 R78 R79 R80

R35 20n

R31 R34 R33 100 n

R30 R36 1.2 ItO

01020304 BAS16/S0T

0507 3V6

0608 2V4

I F1

I J1 J2 JUMPER I

U1 U2 U3 OPA620

U4 U8 OP497FS

US U9 REF198

U7 U10 SAMSUNG SOA

U11 FE005AJ3

U12 2105048

U13 U14 U15 U16 BNX002-01

B0682
B0681 I

0204
I 0103
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Appendix C Control circuit

Table C.5 SOA amplifiers.

C.2 Component list

OA40B3A-OG1 C2 181-0106-0002

OA40B3A-OG1 C2 181-0106-0003

Table C.6 Voltage source.

TEC circuit COl DC/DC 2105048

Control circuit Lucent FE005AJ3
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Appendix C Control circuit

C.3 Datasheet Samsung SOA 1

~ELECTROJIIICS

Inspection Data Sheet

C.3 Datasheet Samsung SOA 1

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd

Inspection date J~I

Inspected by ~~g,,-',-- _

Approved by ~

Customer L",c.""t

Model No. OA4<'B~A -DGrICl.

Serial No. IS I - e>lo6 - ~oC'C'-<:::-

Manufacturing Date June 07 2001

25,--------------, 12

10

Current: IOOmA.
Wnvelengtil: 1550nm

in
~ 8 ••• , •••••• ~ •••

~
:> 6
.2'
u.

"'5 CU!'I'(mt: "J OOmA
Z 2 '.''/;:Ivelength: 15S(]I1fl1

1?3L-:0---'_2~0---_1'-:0--~-_·

Pout (dBm]
10 a .4B -40 -32 ~24 ~16

Pin [dBml
-28,----------------, 25,---------------,

-30

·32
in
~ -34
W

~ -36

·38
'::lii"I"C;',\: ! (jCiIlI.'!,
-'lusoilltll:;n: ,i, i ,ijll

iii' 20
~

~
g, 15

u:

".~ 10

Z

["'in: -2Gtl8m
',.~j;)','elen9\h. 155'JII,I:

.4,9;00 1510 1520 1530 1540

Wavelength [nm]
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Current (mAl
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Appendix C Control circuit C.3 Datasheet Samsung SOA 1

~ELECTR.ONICS

-l
o
a..o

-2

-4

160

Pin: .~25 dBm .
Wavelength; 1550~m

.,

'",-S

0
20 40

20

c 10
ctl

c.9

60 80 100 120 140

Current [rnA]

a:i' 1S
~

~ELECTRONICS

Fiber-to-Fiber Gain @ 1550nrn I 100mA 203 dB

t.G TElTM @ 1550nm 1I00mA I Pin = -25 dBm 0.41 dB

ASE Peak Wavelength @ 100mA 1523.4 nrn

Gain Ripple@ 100mA (from ASE Spectrum) < 0.42 dB

3dB Optical Band Width @ IOOmA (From ASE Spectrum) > 46.6 nrn

3dB Saturation Output Power@ 1550nm IIOOmA I Pol Max 4.20dBm

Noise Figure @ 1550nm I \OOmA I Pin ~ -25 dBm I Pol Max 8.58 dB

• Measuring TEC Temperature: 25°C
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Appendix C Control c;ircuif

C.4 Datasheet Burr-Brown OPA 620

C.4 Datasheet Burr-Brown OPA 620

BURR - BROWN®

113131 OPA620

FEATURES

Wideband Precision
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

APPLICATIONS
• LOW NOISE: 2.3nV/'IHZ

• HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT: 100mA

• FAST SETILlNG: 25ns (0.01%)

• GAIN-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT: 200MHz

• UNITY-GAIN STABLE

• LOW OFFSET VOLTAGE: :±200!1V

• LOW DIFFERENTIAL GAIN/PHASE ERROR

• 8·PIN DIP, SO·8 PACKAGES

DESCRIPTION
The OPA620 is a pre<:ision wideband monolithi<: opera
tional amplifier featuring very fast settling time. low
differential gain and phase error. and bigh output
current drive capability.

The OPA620 is internally compensated for unity-gain
stability. This amplifier has a very low offset, fully
symmetri<:al differential input due to its "dassical"
operational amplifier circuit architecture. Unlike "cur
rent-feedback" amplitier designs. the OPA620 may be

• LOW NOISE PREAMPLIFIER

• LOW NOISE DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

• HIGH-RESOLUTION VIDEO

• HIGH-SPEED SIGNAL PROCESSING

• LINE DRIVER

• ADC/DAC BUFFER

• ULTRASOUND

• PULSEIRF AMPLIFIERS

• ACTIVE FILTERS

used in all op amp applications requiring high speed
and precision.

Low noise and distortion. wide bandwidth. and high
linearity make this amplifier suitable for RF and video
applications. Short-circuit protection is provided by an
internal current-limiting circuit.

The OPA620 is available in plastic and ceramic DIP
and SO-8 packages. Two temperalllre ranges are of
fered: -40°C to +85°C and -55°C to +125°C.

fV~c

Non;~;~trting~ ::h
Inverting '. 2 U I,

Input cr-=--=F~=--..J

f~

~ -~

I To-------.------

I Current I
Mirror

Oulput r--2o Output
Stage

4

-Vee
Intemallonal Airport InllJstrlal Park. Mailing Address: PO 801'1400, Tucson. A2 85734 • Street Address: 6730 S. Tucson Blvd" TUcson, A2 85706 • Tel: (520) 746-1111 ' TWx: 910.952·111'

Internet: hnp:/'WWW.burr·brown.coml • FAXUne: (BOO) 548<;113 (Us/Caned. Only) • Cabla: BBRCORP • Tele" 066-6491 • FAX: (520) 889-1510· Immediate Product Info: (8001548·6132
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